
A bridge or other structure over a road may restrict the A bridge or other structure over a road may restrict the 
actual headroom available. Drivers should pay attention to actual headroom available. Drivers should pay attention to 
traffic signs on height restriction erected on the road.traffic signs on height restriction erected on the road.

Lower and return the crane to its stowed position after useLower and return the crane to its stowed position after use
Please check and ensure that the crane is lowered and returned to its stowed position Please check and ensure that the crane is lowered and returned to its stowed position 
after use.  Moving off when the crane is not folded properly may endanger other road after use.  Moving off when the crane is not folded properly may endanger other road 
users and damage road facilities.users and damage road facilities.

The overall height of a light goods vehicle with a crane (including the load and The overall height of a light goods vehicle with a crane (including the load and 
equipment it carries) when in motion must not exceed 3.5 metres while that of a equipment it carries) when in motion must not exceed 3.5 metres while that of a 
medium/heavy goods vehicle with a crane must not exceed 4.6 metres. medium/heavy goods vehicle with a crane must not exceed 4.6 metres. 

Note the overall height of the vehicle and height limits on roadsNote the overall height of the vehicle and height limits on roads

Install warning systemsInstall warning systems
Warning systems should be installed on vehicles with cranes to alert Warning systems should be installed on vehicles with cranes to alert 
drivers if the cranes are out of their stowed position when the vehicles drivers if the cranes are out of their stowed position when the vehicles 
are in motion.are in motion.
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For more information, please visit the For more information, please visit the 
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